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Scientists are looking for new, breakthrough solutions that can greatly advance
computing and networking systems. These solutions will involve quantum proper-
ties of matter and light as promised by the ongoing experimental and theoretical
work in the areas of quantum computation and communication. Quantum pho-
tonics is destined to play a central role in the development of such technologies
due to the high transmission capacity and outstanding low-noise properties of
photonic information channels.

Among the vital problems to be solved in this direction, are efficient gener-
ation and collection of single photons. One approach to tackle these problems
is based on engineering emission properties of available single-photon sources
using metamaterials. Metamaterials are artificially engineered structures with
sub-wavelength features whose optical properties go beyond the limitations of con-
ventional materials. As promising single-photon sources, we have chosen nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) color centers in diamond, which are capable to operate stably in a
single-photon regime at room temperature in a solid state environment.

In this chapter, we report both theoretical and experimental studies of the
radiation from a nanodiamond single NV center placed near a hyperbolic metama-
terial (HMM). In particular, we derive the reduction of excited-state lifetime and
the enhancement of collected single-photon emission rate and compare them with
the experimental observations. These results could be of great impact for future
integrated quantum sources, especially owing to a CMOS-compatible approach
to HMM synthesis.
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1. Introduction

The strongest driving force behind the study of quantum systems is to build quan-

tum computing and networking technologies. These technologies would employ

entirely different algorithms, unattainable for classical computers, that will reduce

the complexity of a variety of computational problems. Among these problems

are algorithmic searching,1 number factorization,2 and simulation of quantum

systems.3

Low noise of photonic information channels and low cost of standard photonic

device fabrication give photonics a central role in the development of quantum

technologies. It seems probable that quantum information will be transmitted using

quantum states of light and that at some degree information processing will be

performed on these states.5 The simplest and most fundamental quantum photonic

states are single photons. The typical generation rates of available isolated single-

photon sources are of the order of 100 kcounts per second. For fast communication

and computation these rates have to be improved. In this chapter, we present our

research towards the development of an efficient source of single photons.

1.1. Available Single-photon Sources

At present, several types of quantum systems capable of serving as truly determin-

istic single-photon sources have been investigated7 (see Fig. 1), including trapped

atoms8 and ions,9 single molecules,10 quantum dots,11 color centers,12 atomic

ensembles,13 and mesoscopic quantum wells.14 The solid state sources such as

quantum dots and lattice defects are naturally interesting for future commercial

quantum devices.

A nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center in diamond, formed by a substitutional

nitrogen atom and a vacancy at an adjacent lattice site, is a candidate of particular

interest for the implementation of a solid state single-photon source.15 It is resistant

against photobleaching and operates at room temperature.16 Its intrinsic quantum

yield is close to unity15 and it can be deterministically manipulated by a pick-and-

place procedure.17

In addition, the diamond NV center gained significant attention thanks to its

spin degree of freedom. Its electron spin state has coherence time in the range of

milliseconds at room temperature,21 far beyond that of, e.g., quantum dots made

of III-V materials, and can be read out optically.22 This unique spin-photon inter-

face makes it possible to build reliable quantum-memory units23 and perform high-

fidelity single-shot projective quantum measurement.24 Moreover, NV centers as

solid-state structures are promising in sharing quantum entanglement among large

number of qubits25 and implementing scalable quantum information systems.26 NV

centers also could be used as sensors of electric27 and magnetic28 fields, tempera-

ture29 and rotation30 with high resolution and sensitivity.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Examples of available deterministic single-photon sources: (a) 85Rb atom trapped in
a high-finesse optical microcavity,8 (b) single terrylene molecules in a p-terphenyl crystal,18

(c) CdSe/ZnSe quantum dots,19 (d) NV color centers in diamond.20 Figures reproduced with
permission: (a) Ref. [8] from Copyright 2007 NPG, (b) Ref. [18] from Copyright 2000 NPG,
(c) Ref. [19] from Copyright 2009 NPG, (d) Ref. [20] from Copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH.

Strictly speaking, the NV center exists in two different charge states: the elec-

trically neutral state NV0 and the negatively charged state NV−. In the rest of the

chapter by “NV” we will refer to the NV− state. The NV center can be identified

thanks to the zero phonon line (ZPL) located at 637 nm. At room temperature the

NV center emission spectrum exhibits phononic sideband that covers the range from

600 to 800 nm and the ZPL is largely obscured by this broadening. But even at

liquid helium temperatures, only a few percent of the emission falls into the ZPL.31

Therefore the NV center is intrinsically a broadband source.

1.2. Methods of Spontaneous Emission Enhancement

The applications using NV center as a single-photon generator and spin-photon

interface could substantially benefit from enhanced emission rate and photon col-

lection efficiency. Emission rate enhancement can be achieved by utilizing Purcell
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(a) (b)
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Fig. 2. Examples of resonance-based structures enhancing the emission from NV centers by cou-
pling to (a) diamond silver apertures,43 (b) gold nanoparticles,44 (c) diamond microring res-
onators,45 and (d) photonic crystal cavities.34 Figures reproduced with permission: (a) Ref. [43]
from Copyright 2011 NPG, (b) Ref. [44] from Copyright 2009 ACS, (c) Ref. [45] from Copyright
2011 NPG, (d) Ref. [34] from Copyright 2010 AIP.

effect.32 So far, this has been accomplished by using resonant photonic structures

(see Fig. 2), such as microspherical resonators,33 photonic crystal microcavities,34

and microring resonators,45 which are all bandwidth limited. Tuning them to the

exact frequency of a sharp transition is a considerable technological challenge. The

Purcell effect in these systems strongly depends on the position of the emitter with

respect to the mode power density profile. In addition, resonant structures limit the

emitter response time. In the case of NV center at room temperature the resonant

techniques would be unapplicable anyway in view of its broad emission spectrum

(600-800 nm) and the development of new broadband enhancement techniques is

being sought.

Coupling NV centers to hyperbolic metamaterials (HMM)46–49 allows for the

spontaneous emission to be enhanced over a broad spectral range. This enhance-

ment is a result of a broadband singularity in the photonic local density of states

(LDOS) within the HMM.50–54

The photonic LDOS, similar to its electronic counterpart, can be quantified

as the volume in k-space between iso-frequency surfaces. For extraordinary waves

in a uniaxial anisotropic medium with dielectric tensor
↔
ε= diag

(
ε‖, ε‖, ε⊥

)
, the

iso-frequency surfaces are defined by the following equation:
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Fig. 3. Iso-frequency surfaces in the case of an isotropic dielectric (spheroid) and an extremely
anisotropic medium with hyperbolic dispersion (hyperboloid).53 Figure reproduced with permis-
sion from Copyright 2010 SSBM.

ω2/c2 = k2‖/ε⊥ + k2⊥/ε‖, (1)

where subscripts “⊥”and “‖” indicate the directions perpendicular and parallel

to the plane of anisotropy, respectively. In the case of dielectric materials with

ε⊥, ε‖ > 0, LDOS is equivalent to the volume of an infinitesimally thin ellipsoidal

shell in k-space (see Fig. 3, left). However, in a medium with hyperbolic dispersion,

ε⊥and ε‖ are of opposite signs which produces a hyperboloidal shell (see Fig. 3,

middle and right) whose volume is infinitely large (i.e. broadband singularity in

LDOS appears). As a result, such a medium allows the propagation of high-k

modes with arbitrarily large wavevectors.

The HMM is practically realized as a lamellar structure consisting of alternating

subwavelength-thick layers of metal and dielectric,51,55 or as an array of nanowires

embedded into a dielectric host matrix.50,56 Between the two approaches to imple-

ment HMMs, planar HMMs are important from a technological point of view, as

they can be fabricated using existing planar processing techniques. In these prac-

tical implementations, the maximum value of the wavevector is restricted by the

size of the metamaterial unit cell and hence the singularity disappears. However,

with nanometer-size layers even the available k-space yields a very high photonic

LDOS, providing extra radiative channels for the coupled emitter. These channels

are high-k metamaterial modes which result from hybridization of surface plasmon

polariton modes at the interfaces of the layers constituting the HMM.57

In this chapter, the radiation from a nanodiamond single NV center placed near

a hyperbolic metamaterial is studied both theoretically and experimentally.58 The

chapter is organized in the following way. First, we discuss sample fabrication and

characterization as well as the experimental setup for NV center optical lifetime

and collected power measurement. Next, we provide theoretical estimates of these

quantities as a function of experimental parameters such as separation distance

between an emitter and HMM surface and presence of scattering particles in the

vicinity of the emitter. Then, we proceed with the discussion of the experimentally

obtained results.
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Fig. 4. (a) SEM scan of a ND on top of the HMM sample.58 (b) HRTEM image showing the
interface of TiN and (Al,Sc)N matching lattices in the superlattice.61 (c) Sample structure and
(d) schematic of the fluorescence analysis setup.58 Figures reproduced with permission: (a), (c),
(d) Ref. [58] from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH and (b) Ref. [61] from Copyright 2014 USNAS.

2. Experiment

Here we outline the details of the experiment aimed at studying radiation from

single NV center nanodiamonds coupled to an epitaxially grown HMM superlattice

composed of titanium nitride (TiN) and aluminum scandium nitride (AlxSc1−xN).61

2.1. Nanodiamond Samples

An aqueous suspension of nanodiamonds (NDs) with nominal size of 50 nm, 0.5%

w/v was obtained from Microdiamant AG. The size of NDs was chosen according

to a previous study, which showed that NDs with the size of 50-70 nm have the

highest probability to host a single NV center.66 However, the suspension also

contained NDs smaller than the nominal size. The smallest NDs were eliminated

and the suspension was cleaned by a multistep procedure. First, the suspension was

centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant (80% volume fraction) was

then replaced with distilled water and the suspension was shaken until homogeneity.
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The above procedure was repeated 5 times. Subsequently, a 20 µl droplet of the

processed suspension was spin-coated onto a superlattice sample at 2000 rpm for

2 minutes. As a result, NDs with average size close to 50 nm were observed at

the HMM surface as shown by the SEM scan in Fig. 4(a). Finally, the sample was

covered with a 60-nm-thick layer of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, 1.5% w/v) to guarantee

the immobility of the NDs. In addition, the PVA layer separated the NDs from the

immersion oil which was employed in the microscope setup for efficient collection of

emitted light by an objective lens with high numerical aperture.

The reference sample consisted of NDs deposited by the same method onto a

standard 150-µm-thick glass coverslip (VWR VistaVisionTM Cover Glasses, No. 1).

Since the dielectric permittivities of these glass substrates (2.34) are close to those

of the immersion oil (2.31) and the PVA layer (2.25) [78], the NDs in reference

samples were considered as being effectively immersed into an infinite homogeneous

medium with a permittivity of 2.25.

2.2. Fabrication and Characterization of HMM

TiN is a new plasmonic material known for its CMOS compatibility, mechanical

strength, and thermal stability at high temperatures (melting point > 2700◦C).62,63

This material can be epitaxially deposited on a variety of different substrates, such

as magnesium oxide, silicon, aluminum scandium nitride, sapphire, down to thick-

ness of a few nanometers. Conventional plasmonic materials (e.g. gold or silver)

cannot form continuous layers of such thicknesses. This property is of fundamen-

tal importance for increasing LDOS, since LDOS for multilayer HMM is inversely

proportional to the cube of the layer thickness.64,65

Our HMM consisted of a TiN/Al0.7Sc0.3N superlattice epitaxially grown on a

[001]-oriented magnesium oxide (MgO) 0.5-mm-thick substrate using reactive DC

magnetron sputterer (PVD Products) with a base pressure of 10−7 torr at 750◦C.
The superlattice was formed by a stack of 10 pairs of layers each consisting of

8.5-nm-thick film of TiN and 6.3-nm-thick film of Al0.7Sc0.3N similar to the struc-

ture reported in Ref. [61]. Fig. 4(b) shows the cross-sectional high-resolution TEM

image of the superlattice with matching latices of TiN and (Al,Sc)N.61 The NDs

were spun on top of the HMM as shown in Fig. 4(c). Since the TiN and (Al,Sc)N

layer thicknesses were much smaller than the wavelength of light, the HMM can

be approximated as a uniaxial anisotropic effective medium with dielectric permit-

tivities ε‖ and ε⊥.68 The latter were measured using a spectroscopic ellipsometer

(J. A. Woollam Co.; W-VASE).59 The dielectric permittivities of the constituent

materials (TiN and Al0.7Sc0.3N) as well as substrate (MgO) were retrieved from the

values of Ψ and ∆ measured in the wavelength range 300 – 2000 nm at angles of

incidence 50◦ and 70◦. The Drude-Lorentz model used for data fit is the following:

ε(�ω) = ε1 + iε2 = ε∞ +
∑
k

Ak

E2
k − (�ω)

2 − iBk�ω
, (2)
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Table 1. Experiment-fitted parameters of
the Drude-Lorentz model for (Al,Sc)N and
TiN films.58 Table reproduced with per-
mission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.

TiN (Al,Sc)N

ε∞ 4 4

A1 (eV)2 52.536 0

B1(eV) 0.29197 0

A2(eV)2 130.93 11.162

B2(eV) 4.9807 0.63261

E2(eV) 5.9784 3.6857
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Fig. 5. The dielectric functions of TiN and (Al,Sc)N: real and imaginary parts are shown with
black and light gray lines, respectively.58 Figure reproduced with permission from Copyright
2014 Wiley-VCH.

where � is the reduced Plank’s constant, Ak is the amplitude, Ek is the center energy

and Bk is the broadening of each oscillator.69 The experiment-fitted parameters are

presented in the Table 1. The corresponding dependences of the TiN and (Al,Sc)N

dielectric functions (Re ε, Im ε) versus wavelength are plotted in Fig. 5.

The TiN-based metamaterial exhibited hyperbolic dispersion in the wavelength

range of the NV center emission (600-800 nm, Fig. 6, highlighted area): with ε⊥ =

16.4+i21.1 and ε‖ = −2.3+i2.1 at emission peak wavelength (685 nm). Thus, for the

electric field parallel to the interface, the metamaterial at this wavelength behaved

as a metal. However, at the excitation wavelength of 532 nm (Fig. 6, vertical

dashed gray line) the TiN/(Al,Sc)N metamaterial behaved as a lossy dielectric with

ε|| = 1.27+ i1.6, allowing for transmission of the tangential component of the pump

electric field. This facilitated efficient delivery of the excitation field to the NV

center. The transmittance, reflectance and absorbance spectra of the HMM are

shown in Fig. 7.

2.3. Experimental Setup

The increase in the spontaneous emission rate, the reduction of the excited state life-

time, and the second-order correlation function of the emission were measured using
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Fig. 6. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the dielectric functions of the uniaxial effective medium
that approximates the fabricated HMM.58 The permittivities were obtained by spectroscopic ellip-
sometry. Within the range of the NV center emission (600-800 nm-highlighted), the metamaterial
showed hyperbolic dispersion (Re[ε⊥] >0, Re[ε‖] <0). At the excitation wavelength (532 nm,
vertical dashed gray line) the metamaterial behaved as a lossy dielectric. Figures reproduced with
permission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.
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Fig. 7. Transmittance (T), reflectance (R), and absorbance (A) of the TiN HMM calculated using
direct T-matrix method (solid lines)84 and measured by spectrophotometry (dotted lines); angle
of incidence for T − 0◦, for R − 8◦; A = 1−T −R.58 Figure reproduced with permission from
Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.

a home-made confocal microscope, which is schematically represented in Fig. 4(d).

The fluorescent radiation from an NV center was collected with a wide aperture

(NA = 1.49) oil immersion objective (Nikon; CFI Apo TIRF 100X Oil) and sep-

arated from the pump with a series of optical filters. A single-photon avalanche

photodiode, SPAD (PerkinElmer; SPCM-AQRH-14-FC) was used as a detector.

Statistical measurement of the time delay between the excitation pulse and the

first detected fluorescence photon, known as time-correlated single-photon counting

(TCSPC),70 has been employed. The lifetime was obtained from the exponential

fit of the fluorescence decay histogram. The excitation of NV center for fluores-

cence lifetime measurements was performed by 532-nm picosecond pulsed laser
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(PicoQuant; LDH-P-FA-530XL). The setup was converted as necessary to a Han-

bury Brown-Twiss interferometer71 to measure the second-order correlation function

g(2)(t) by addition of a 50/50 beamsplitter and a second avalanche photodiode with

a coaxial cable 80-ns-delay line. In this configuration, the NV centers were excited

by a 532 nm continuous-wave laser (Coherent; Compass 315M-100). The measure-

ment of g(2)(t) allows to identify NDs with single NV centers. g(2)(t) was obtained

by measuring the background corrected coincidence count rate, normalized by the

total counts on each detector, time-bin width and data collection time.72 For a

single-photon emitter the g(2)(t) curve is expected to exhibit a dip around t = 0

due to impossibility of simultaneous photon arrival at both detectors. The mea-

sured dip was fitted with the expression exp (− [Γ +R] |t|), where Γ and R are the

total decay rate and pump rate, respectively. The signal from SPAD was processed

by an electronic correlation module (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant).

3. Theory

In this section, we calculate the spontaneous emission rate (represented by the Pur-

cell factor FP ) and the normalized emission power frad collected in the far-field by

an objective located above the HMM surface. Rigorous account of the spontaneous

emission process can only be done in the frame of quantum electrodynamics. Since

our quantum emitter is weakly coupled to the metamaterial environment, a calcu-

lation of the above parameters based on principles of classical electrodynamics is

expected to be in reasonable agreement with the experiment.73 In order to model

our system, we considered the problem of dipole radiation near a planar layered

medium, which is described in more detail in Refs. [74–76].

3.1. Semi-analytical Calculations of the Purcell Factor

and Normalized Collected Emission Power

A single emitter was modeled as an oscillating electric dipole with dipole moment

p and angular frequency ω. The energy dissipation rate in an inhomogeneous envi-

ronment is given by76

P =
ω

2
Im [p∗ · (E0(r0) + Es(r0))] , (3)

where E0(r0) and Es(r0) are the primary dipole field and scattered field at the

dipole position (r0), respectively. These electric fields were calculated using the

dyadic Green’s function formalism.76 We analyzed the contribution of each spatial

frequency mode (k-mode) using angular spectrum representation of the Green’s

functions.

The inset in Fig. 8(a) depicts an oscillating dipole situated at height h above

the HMM uppermost layer (Al0.7Sc0.3N), the upper half-space (superstrate) filled

with homogeneous medium with εsup = 2.25, planar multilayer TiN/Al0.7Sc0.3N
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Fig. 8. Calculated estimates of Purcell factor (a) and collected emission power (b) for a dipole
located in homogeneous medium with εsup = 2.25 at the distance of 25 nm above the HMM
surface.58 Dark gray, light gray, and black curves correspond to the dipole orientations perpen-
dicular (⊥), parallel (‖) to the HMM interface, and averaged (ave), respectively. Highlighted area
indicates the emission spectral range of NV center at room temperature. Collection angle is 79.6◦,
which corresponds to NA 1.49. Layout of the modeled structure is shown in the inset. Figures
reproduced with permission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.

superlattice (εm/εd) and the lower half-space (substrate) made of MgO (εsub). For

this simulation we considered the HMM, used in our experiments, consisting of

10 pairs of 8.5-nm-thick TiN and 6.3-nm-thick (Al,Sc)N on MgO substrate. The

Purcell factors FP for in-plane (‖) and perpendicular (⊥) oriented single-dipole

emitters placed at a distance h above a multilayer planar structure were calculated

using the following formulae76

F⊥P = 1+
3

2

1

ε
3/2
sup

∫ ∞
0

Re

{
s3

s⊥,sup(s)
r̃p(s)e2ik0s⊥,sup(s)h

}
ds, (4)

F
‖
P = 1 +

3

4

1

ε
1/2
sup

∫ ∞
0

Re

{
s

s⊥,sup(s)

[
r̃s(s)− s2⊥,sup(s)

εsup
r̃p(s)

]
e2ik0s⊥,sup(s)h

}
ds.

(5)

The value of FP for the averaged (ave) dipole orientation is given by

F iso
P =

2

3
F
‖
P +

1

3
F⊥P . (6)
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The normalized collected emission powers frad for the same dipole orientations are

f⊥rad =
3

4

∫ θmax

0

sin3 θ
∣∣∣e−iε1/2supk0h cos θ + r̃p(θ)eiε

1/2
supk0h cos θ

∣∣∣2 dθ, (7)

f
‖
rad =

3

8

∫ θmax

0

(
cos2 θ

∣∣∣e−iε1/2supk0h cos θ − r̃p(θ)eiε
1/2
supk0h cos θ

∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣e−iε1/2supk0h cos θ + r̃s(θ)eiε

1/2
supk0h cos θ

∣∣∣2 ) sin θdθ, (8)

f iso
rad =

2

3
f
‖
rad +

1

3
f⊥rad. (9)

In equations (4) - (9), s = k‖/k0, s⊥,sup(s) = k⊥,sup(s)/k0 =
(
εsup − s2

)1/2
,

k0 = ω/c, θ is a polar angle measured from the ⊥ direction, the collection angle

θmax = 79.6◦. k‖ is the in-plane component of the k-vector varying from 0

to infinity. The generalized superlattice′s Fresnel reflection coefficients for p- and

s-polarized light r̃p and r̃s were calculated utilizing the recursive imbedding method

(see Appendix), which is more precise and efficient than the direct transfer matrix

approach.77 The integrals were numerically evaluated by using an adaptive Gauss–

Kronrod quadrature method.78 In the formulae, we assumed that intrinsic quantum

yield of NV centers is close to unity.79 FP and frad were normalized by the total

radiation power and the power emitted into the collection angle, respectively. Both

powers corresponded to the case of the emitter immersed into homogeneous medium

with dielectric permittivity εsup, which models well the reference sample in the

experiment.

In Fig. 8 we represent the calculated FP and frad for in-plane (light gray),

perpendicular (dark gray) and averaged (black) dipole orientations as a function

of emission wavelength. The values of FP and frad for the averaged orientation

are defined as statistical averages of FP and frad over all possible orientations.

Assuming that the NV center is located at the crystal center, the expected Purcell

factor for the NDs with a mean diameter of 50 nm should be on average around

4.5. The detected count rates corresponding to the normalized collected emission

power for the same type of NDs were anticipated to increase on average by about

20%. The estimates for FP and frad are modest in our experimental configuration.

In the next two subsections we will show that the experimental conditions can be

optimized to obtain higher values of both quantities.

3.2. Dependence of FP and frad on the Distance between

an Emitter and HMM Surface

The Purcell factor FP increases as the separation distance h between the emitter and

the surface is reduced. This is a common feature for dipoles located near metallic

surfaces4 and is expected to be observed as well in the case of an NV center on
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HMM. In our case, the smallest separation distance is dictated by the ND size. The

Purcell factor dependence on h is explained by the fact that at short distances h

the evanescent fields created by the emitter are better coupled to the metamaterial

modes.85

We have calculated the Purcell factor as a function of h for different orienta-

tions of a dipole located in the homogeneous medium above the HMM structure

previously described (see Fig. 9(a)). At the distance of 25 nm, corresponding to the

size of our NDs, the Purcell enhancement is on the order of 10, as shown in Fig. 8.

However, at distances h of a few nanometers the Purcell factor reaches two orders

of magnitude.

In Fig. 9(b) we represent the dependence of frad on h. The averaged frad
improvement (black curve) from different dipole orientations drops down from 23%

to 0% as h decreases from 25 nm to zero. However, for the in-plane and out-of-

plane dipole orientations considered separately, the trends are opposite, which can

be understood as an interference effect. The collective behavior of free electrons

in a metal can be represented as an oscillation of an image dipole. The interfer-

ence happens between the real and image dipole sources whose relative phase and

amplitudes are dictated by the complex generalized reflection coefficients r̃p and r̃s

calculated in Appendix.4

Thus, bringing the dipole closer to the metamaterial allows for better energy

coupling to metamaterial modes. However, this increase in the Purcell factor does

not translate into higher collected emission power, which encourages to look for

techniques of metamaterial mode outcoupling.
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Fig. 9. Dependencies of the Purcell factor FP (a) and the collected emission power frad (b) on a
dipole position h above the HMM surface.58 Dark gray, light gray, and black curves correspond to
the dipole orientations perpendicular (⊥), parallel (‖) to the HMM interface and averaged (ave),
respectively. Figures reproduced with permission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.
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3.3. Influence of Neighboring NDs and Structural Surface

Defects of HMM on Collected Emission Power

The coupled plasmonic modes are collective oscillations of electromagnetic field

and electron plasma in the metallic layers of the HMM. One can expect the coupled

plasmonic modes (corresponding to k‖ >
√
εsupk0) to be efficiently outcoupled to

low-k superstrate modes via small size structural irregularities. Examples of such

irregularities (adacent nanodiamonds and superlattice defects) are demonstrated in

Fig. 10(a). To qualitatively estimate the influence of these scattering objects, we

have performed finite-element method (FEM) analysis using a commercial numer-

ical simulation tool (COMSOL Multiphysics). Beforehand, we have checked the

consistency of the FEM with the semi-analytical method in the case of planar

HMM without any scatterers and obtained a reasonable agreement between the

two methods (Fig. 11). Then, we have simulated the power emitted by the dipole

p
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Fig. 10. (a) SEM scan showing a superlattice defect (inside black frame) and agglomerated NDs
(inside white frame). (b) Schematic of the simulated structure.58 Figures reproduced with per-
mission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.
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Fig. 11. Agreement between semi-analytical (solid lines) and FEM calculations (circles). The
calculations are performed for the HMM without any scatterers. Black and light gray curves
correspond to the dipole orientations perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (‖) to the HMM interface,
respectively.58 Figure reproduced with permission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.
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Table 2. Influence of NDs lacking NV centers and structural surface defects (TiN particles)
on normalized collected emission power frad. Demonstrated values are the enhancement
factors of frad.

58 Table reproduced with permission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.

on
HMM

on HMM with ND on HMM with TiN particle

10 nm 69 nm 343 nm 10 nm 69 nm 343 nm

in-plane (‖) 1.8 2.3 1.8 1.8 3.9 1.9 1.8

perpendicular

(⊥)

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6

isotropic (iso) 1.5 1.9 1.5 1.5 3.0 1.5 1.5

source on top of HMM in the presence of a spherical scatterer. The schematic of

the simulated structure is shown in Fig. 10(b). The HMM was considered as an

effective anisotropic medium, whereas scatterers are modelled as either diamond or

TiN spheres of 50 nm in diameter. The emitter was emulated as an electric point

dipole embedded into a 50-nm-diameter diamond sphere. The superstrate and sub-

strate are respectively the immersion oil and MgO. Three values of emitter-scatterer

distance of 10, 69 and 343 nm have been considered. The emission wavelength was

fixed to 685 nm.

Results of the FEM simulations, the enhancement factors of frad values, are

summarized in Table 2. The noticeable influence is observed at small separation

distances. For the averaged dipole orientation, an adjacent (at a distance of 10 nm)

ND or TiN scatterer can increase frad by 30% or 200%, respectively. For an in-plane

oriented emitter, the increase in emitted power from a nearby surface defect is up to

220%, giving an overall emission enhancement factor of 4 compared to the emitter

on coverslip.

4. Results and Discussions

The NDs with single NV centers were selected by measuring the second-order cor-

relation function g(2)(t) of the radiation from the detected fluorescence spots. Only

NV centers with g(2)(0) < 0.5 were considered for further experiments. This is a

commonly accepted criterion for antibunched emission that is characteristic of a

single photon source.86 Typical photon antibunching effect is shown for a single

NV center on glass coverslip and on HMM in Fig. 12.

We retrieved the total NV centers lifetimes from the exponential fitting of the

fluorescence decays such as the ones shown in Fig. 13(a). The average values mea-

sured were 17.1 ns and 4.3 ns on glass and HMM, respectively (see Fig. 13(b)).

Hence, the NV centers on HMM exhibit an average decrease in lifetime by a factor

of 4, which is consistent with the above Purcell effect calculations. The shortest

recorded lifetime for a single NV center on top of HMM is 1.5 ns, which corresponds

to a Purcell factor of 11.4. The spreads in the lifetime statistics are likely due to the

variation in NV center distance from the HMM surface and its dipole orientation.
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Fig. 12. Second-order correlation function g(2)(t) of the emission from a representative ND with
single NV center on top of coverslip and HMM.58 Figure reproduced with permission from Copy-
right 2014 Wiley-VCH.
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Fig. 13. (a) Representative normalized fluorescence decays and (b) histograms of lifetimes for
the NV centers located on glass coverslip (reference sample) and on HMM.58 The average and
the lowest recorded lifetimes on HMM are 4 and 11.4 times shorter, respectively, than the average
lifetime recorded on coverslip. Figures reproduced with permission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-
VCH.

The single-photon emission rate dependences versus the excitation power are

shown in Fig. 14(a), for the brightest NV centers on both the HMM and the glass

coverslip. The data have been corrected for the background emission measured

at a ND-free location. The emission count rate saturates around 1mW of pump

power. By fitting the experimentally measured saturation curves using the expres-

sion I(P ) = I0/ (1 + Psat/P )
87 we obtain the saturated single-photon count rates

for each individual NV center. The histograms of these saturated single-photon

count rates are shown in Fig. 14(b) for the NV centers both on glass and on HMM.

The histogram corresponding to the HMM presents multiple groups. The NV cen-

ters in the group around 200 kcounts/s present an average enhancement against

the coverslip of 1.8±1.1. This enhancement is consistent with the predicted value

of 1.2, within the error margin. This large error is due to the enhancement value

being the ratio of two measured parameters both having significant uncertainties
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Fig. 14. Collected single-photon count rates (corrected for background emission) from NV centers
in 50 nm NDs.58 (a) Typical saturation curves and (b) histograms of count rates for NDs on glass
coverslip (light grey) and HMM (black). The average count rate enhancements for the first and
second group are 1.8 and 4.7, respectively. Figures reproduced with permission from Copyright
2014 Wiley-VCH.

due to random dipole orientation. The effect of h on collected power uncertainty

is negligible as it follows from Fig. 9. The NV centers in the next group in the

HMM histogram present an average count rate enhancement of 4.7±2.2, which is

beyond the theory prediction. Finally there is one diamond showing even higher

count rate enhancement. Excessive emission rates from certain NDs potentially

could arise from the influence of either neighboring superlattice defects or adjacent

“dark” NDs lacking NV centers.

The results of section 3.3 suggest that a substantial portion of the photons

emitted by the dipole in the vicinity of HMM surface gets converted into high-k

modes.64 Once excited, these modes propagate through the HMM never leaving its

bulk where they are eventually absorbed and do not provide any contribution to

the collected photon flux. However, the presence of surface scatterers may result

in outcoupling of these modes into the far field and therefore provide additional

contribution to the emitted signal. We have shown above that taking into account

energy outcoupling from defects surrounding the NV center can account for a further

twofold increase in collected power and constitute a plausible cause for the observed

count rate enhancement.

5. Summary

We have experimentally demonstrated an improvement in the emission rate of single

NV centers in NDs placed on top of an epitaxial, TiN/(Al,Sc)N hyperbolic meta-

material compared to an isotropic environment with a uniform permittivity. The

observed average lifetime decreased from 17 ns to 4.3 ns, corresponding to a Purcell

factor of 4. This result is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction for an

emitter located 25 nm away from the HMM surface. At the same time the collected

emission power for NV centers near the hyperbolic metamaterial was increased by a
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factor of 1.8 on average compared to NV centers on coverslip, although an enhance-

ment of 4.7 was detected for several NV centers. The enhancement effect does not

depend on in-plane location and does not require deterministic ND placement. At

the same time, the emission rate of the ND-based single-photon source could be

further enhanced by placing it closer to the surface of a TiN/(Al,Sc)N hyperbolic

metamaterial. Most of the dipole emission is coupled to the hyperbolic metamaterial

modes that are not directly detected in the far field. However, a significant portion

of this power can be recovered in the far field by the presence of an adjacent growth

defect or specifically engineered nanostructure. The results of this research can be

used to build a highly efficient room temperature CMOS-compatible single-photon

source.
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Appendix: Calculation of Generalized Reflection and Transmission

Coefficients of a Planar Multilayer Slab

εm
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δ1

δm
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m
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ε2 δ2
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Fig. 15. Schematic of an arbitrary planar lamellar slab consisting of l layers.58 Figure reproduced
with permission from Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH.

The generalized reflection coefficients r̃(p,s)(ω, s) incorporate the reflection not

only from the first interface but all the subsequent reflections from the interfaces

positioned below. Therefore, r̃(p,s) represent the reflection from the whole multilayer

structure, including the substrate. The schematic of the structure is shown in

Fig. 15. Each layer is characterized by relative permittivity εm and thickness dm.

Above and below the multilayer slab, there are superstrate (εsup) and substrate

(εsub) half-spaces.

The coefficients r̃(p,s)(ω, s) are usually calculated using the transfer matrices

(T-matrices). However, direct multiplication of T-matrices corresponding to the

different layers result in large calculation errors and even in some cases fail to pro-

duce the output. Fig. 16 shows the relative errors when calculating the k-dependent
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Fig. 16. Relative errors when calculating the k-dependent reflection coefficients r̃p, r̃s for the
binary lamellar structure made of (a) 10 and (b) 100 metal-dielectric (gold-alumina) layers.
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reflection coefficients r̃p, r̃s for a binary lamellar structure using direct T-matrices

multiplication. The example structures in Figs. 16 (a) and (b) are made of 10 and

100 metal-dielectric pairs, respectively. The considered wavelength is 503.3 nm.

The dielectric material is alumina (εdiel = 3.15),88 the metal is gold (εmet = -

2.69+i3.45),88 substrate and superstrate are glass (εsub = 2.25) and air(εsup = 1),

correspondingly. The thickness of each layer is 15 nm, except for the uppermost

layer (alumina), which is 17-nm-thick. Above a certain value of k‖, calculations
using direct multiplication of T-matrices fail (NaN is returned). On one hand,

for a fixed value of k, as the number of layers in the structure increases, the

errors produced at different T-matrix multiplication steps are accumulated. On the

other hand, for a fixed number of layers, larger k-vectors will negatively affect the

errors during each T-matrix multiplication, because the numbers being multiplied

and added become increasingly mismatched. Therefore, this calculation method

restricts both the number of layers in the structure and the maximum value of the

k-vector.

In order to avoid the issues of applying the direct T-matrix approach, we use the

recursive invariant imbedding method.80 In this method, in order to obtain r̃(p,s)

instead of directly multiplying the T-matrices, the former are calculated recursively

starting from the Fresnel coefficient of the last metamaterial layer. Since the recur-

sive formula is explicit, we bypass the T-matrix multiplication and avoid the errors

associated with it. As a result, our calculations converge for arbitrary numbers of

layers and k-vector values.

The iterative formula to calculate r̃(p,s)(s) is the following

r̃(p,s)m (s) =
r
(p,s)
m (s) + r̃

(p,s)
m+1(s)e

i2k0s⊥,m(s)δm

1 + r
(p,s)
m (s)r̃

(p,s)
m+1(s)e

i2k0s⊥,m(s)δm
,
(
m ∈ sup, 1, l

)
(10)

where s⊥,m = k⊥,m/k0 =
(
εm − s2

)1/2
, r

(p,s)
m are the conventional single-interface

Fresnel coefficients

rpm(s) =
εms⊥,m−1(s)− εm−1s⊥,m(s)

εms⊥,m−1(s) + εm−1s⊥,m(s)
, rsm(s) =

s⊥,m−1(s)− s⊥,m(s)

s⊥,m−1(s) + s⊥,m(s)
. (11)

The iteration starts from the substrate (r̃
(p,s)
l+1 (s) = 0), then we come up with the

seeding iteration ( r̃
(p,s)
l (s) = r

(p,s)
l (s)) and continue with the next step:

r̃
(p,s)
l−1 (s) =

r
(p,s)
l−1 (s) + r

(p,s)
l (s)ei2k0s⊥,l−1(s)δl−1

1 + r
(p,s)
l−1 (s)r

(p,s)
l (s)ei2k0s⊥,l−1(s)δl−1

(12)
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It should be noted that (12) can be turned into the familiar Drude formula for the

reflection coefficient for a single layer of thickness δ [89]:

r(p,s)(s) =
r
(p,s)
1,2 (s) + r

(p,s)
2,3 (s)ei2k0s⊥(s)δ

1 + r
(p,s)
1,2 (s)r

(p,s)
2,3 (s)ei2k0s⊥(s)δ

(13)

In the formulas (7) and 8, r̃p and r̃s are expressed as functions of a polar angle θ

instead of normalized in-plane wavevector s. The relation between s and θ for the

modes propagating in the superstrate medium is s(θ) = ε
1/2
sup sin(θ).


